Passivity is a well known phenomenon. Due to its interesting properties, it is widely used in several areas of control engineering. In general, passivity is lost under direct discretization. In this work, a new methodology which allows to preserve continuous-time passivity is revisited. This methodology is based on choosing a proper output which preserves the passivity structure, while keeping the continuous-time energy function. As this new output needs information about the system state, an state observer is added.
Introduction
Although passivity has been defined properly both in discrete and continuous-time; it is well known that, in general, the passivity structure is lost under discretization [8] [7] , i.e. a discrete-time system describing the behaviour of a sampled-data system may not be discrete-time passive even if the initial continuous-time system was passive.
The preservation of passivity under sampling has been extensively studied. In [9] , it is proven that the dissipative structure may be preserved if the supply rate function introduces enough dissipation. Moreover, the use of an appropriately small sampling time in the discretization process guarantees closed loop stability. Although this result is of great interest its use implies, in general, a very small sampling time. In a similar way, the relation between the sampling time, the open loop dissipation and the discrete time controller needed to guarantee closed loop stability is studied in [1] . Other * This work was supported in part by the Comision Interministerial de Ciencia y Tecnología (CICYT) under Project MEC DPI2004-06871-C02-02.
† R. approaches to guarantee closed-loop stability are based on counting the energy exchange, i.e. adding a passivity observer and a specific dissipation input [11] . They also characterize the proper discrete-time states consistent with discrete energy balance [12] . Although these approaches allow the implementation of the desired results with guaranteed stability, in most cases a very restrictive sampling time is still needed and the result is an approximation of the continuous time design.
An alternative to these approaches consists in obtaining a discrete time exact model of the plant which preserves the passivity structure and in designing a discrete time passivity based controller which guarantees the desired performance [5] . This new approach is based on the selection of a new output which preserves passivity. In addition, it allows to use reasonable sampling times while ensuring the desired performance. This technique can be used to discretize passivity based continuous time controller designs [4] , or to directly design discrete time controllers using passivity [6] . However, one of the drawbacks of this new approach is that, in general, the new output can not be measured and it must be computed from the measured state variables. This paper is devoted to the addition of state observers to the discretized system in order to compute the passive output. It is organized as follows: in Sections II and III, continuous and discrete-time passive systems are revisited. Section IV summarizes the discretization approach the authors presented in [4] . Section V is devoted to the observer design and to the analysis of the whole dynamics, which results in a Positive Real discrete time system. This part follows [2] 
Continuous Time Passivity
Let (A, B, C, D) be the LTI continuous-time systeṁ
where x ∈ R n , y, u ∈ R m ; or in an input/output form:
Definition 1 (Passivity [13] ) System (1)- (2) is passive with storage function V = 
Usually y and u are called power variables and the product y T u is named the supply rate.
Theorem 1 (Theorem 3 in [14] ) Assuming that system (1)- (2) is a minimal realization, the matrix inequality
has a solution for a symmetric matrix P ≥ 0 if, an only if, system (1)- (2) is V −passive.
Remark 1 By simple algebraic manipulation it can be shown that:V
Then, V can be used as a Lyapunov function for system (1)- (2) which is passive presumed inequality (5) holds.
Discrete Time Passivity
Let ( A, B, C, D) be the LTI discrete-time system
where
Definition 2 (Discrete Time Passivity (DTP), [10] ) System (7)- (8) is passive with storage function
, and only if, Figure 1 . Proposed discretization approach.
Proposition 1 [15] Assuming that system (7)- (8) is a minimal realization. The matrix inequality
(11) has a solution for a symmetric matrix P ≥ 0 if system (7)- (8) 
k P x k defines a quadratic storage function if, and only if, P satisfies this matrix inequality.
Remark 2 By simple algebraic manipulation it can be shown that:
V can be used as a Lyapunov function for the system (7)- (8) which is passive presumed inequality (13) holds.
Sampled Data System
It is well known that passivity uses to be lost under discretization. To overcome this problem, the authors proposed in [5] to select a new output in the discretized system so that passivity, as well as the continuous-time energy function are preserved. The block diagram in Figure 1 shows the proposed discretization approach. An interactive application which allows to compare this approach to the standard z and bilinear transforms can be found in [3] .
Theorem 2 ([5])
The discrete-time system ( A, B, C , D ) which can be written in a state space form as:
ThC11.5
and in an input/output form as
is discrete-time passive with respect to the supply rate ( y k ) T u k and has a storage function V k = 1 2 x T k P x k which equals the sampled-data continuous-time energy function at sampling times.
The new approach requires measuring the full state variables. This might be a major drawback in some applications. In the next section an observer is added to the system to overcome this problem, the passivity of the resulting system (Figure 2 ) is analyzed as well.
Proposition 2 ([5])
For those systems without a pole on the origin, the values of B, C and D can be computed as:
Using an state Observer
Let
be the z-transform of the standard discretization of the continuous time system. An state observer takes the form
and the whole system obtained by combining both the plant and the observer results in This is the system depicted in Figure 2 . In order to simplify the analysis, the following change of variables is considered
Then, the previous set of equations can be written as
Note that K e must be chosen so that A − K e C has all its eigenvalues inside the unit circle. According to this, there exist two matrices Q 2 ≥ 0 and P o ≥ 0 such that
in the following lines it will be proven that system A T , B T , C T , D T is discrete time passive, so PR. As a first step, let us take P T as energy function for the new system
where P is the energy matrix of the continuous time system and μ > 0. P T > 0 by construction. In order to prove passivity for the whole system, it is necessary that matrix O T defined by
is negative defined. On the one hand, A T T P T A T − P T is negative defined because it is a block diagonal matrix composed by the matrices, −Q 1 = A T P A − P < 0 and −μQ 2 and both matrices are negative defined by construction.
On the other hand,
is negative defined due to the definition of D [5] .
Let us write the cross term
which is equivalent to ⎡
Note that the upper-left block matrix corresponds to the original system dissipation matrix [5] 
which is positive defined by construction. As Q 2 > 0, to fulfill (42) it is necessary that :
Note that Q 2 is scaled by a positive term which can be chosen as positive as needed. Hence, the introduction of a state observer does not destroy the system passivity structure. The whole system energy function can be written as
and yields the V T -incremental evolution. It is worth noting that this equation exactly matches the original energy evolution (the system without observer) if e k = 0.
Numerical Example
The proposed methodology is applied here to the continuous time transfer function
The Nyquist diagram reveals that G is Positive Real, thus passive (Figure 4 ). Once the proposed discretization approach with T s = 1 is applied to (46) one obtains Note that this transfer function has increased the order of the original system ( Figure 3 ). The poles of this transfer function correspond to the poles of G (z) and the poles added by the observer. In this example the observer gain matrix is Ke = [0.062, 0.030] which fixes the poles at 0.293 ± 0.344 j (this pole location is arbitrarily chosen following standard criteria in observer design). As it has been proven in the previous section this transfer function is also passive, i.e. Positive Real (Figure 4 ). When the observer is designed using the exact plant model the observer frequency-step response and the discretized system frequency-step response exactly matches ( Figure 4, Figure 5 ), this is due to the fact that there exists an exact zero-pole cancelation (Figure 3 ). This fact makes the new system equivalent to the previous one for control purposes. Summarizing, the introduction of a full state observer allows to use our new discretization technique without introducing additional sensors.
Clearly, the use of the exact model is always difficult if not impossible. So it is interesting to determine in what extent these properties are preserved when an approximate model is used. As an example, the polezero map of the plant/model/observer set is shown in Figure 6 . In this case the model differs from the plant; hence, there are no zero-poles cancelations. This implies that both, the frequency response ( Figure 7 ) and the time response (Figure 8 ment in the set. Despite these differences, the discrete system preserves passivity (positive realness). This is the main reason for using our discretization technique. An interactive application which allows to test the robustness interactively can be found in [3] 
Conclusions
In this work a new approach to preserve continuous-time passivity in LTI sampled-data systems is revisited. This approach is based on the selection of an appropriate output for the discrete-time equivalent system and the introduction of a state observer to avoid introducing additional sensors.
Although the paper has shown the complete procedure, there are several topics which are currently under study
• Robustness. Under which conditions the passivity structure is preserved when the plant is not exactly known?
• How the observer should be designed? Which criteria should be used during the design procedure?
A part from this items, the extension of the proposed methodology to nonlinear passive systems is currently under study. Although the proposed output definition applies to generic systems, from the practical point of view, the most important problem is to find a method to analytically compute the output from the state variables and the inputs. 
